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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce the notion of a T-lattice as a generalization of 
that of a complete lattice and obtain some of its properties. A 
generalization of Knaster-Tarski’s fixed point theorem is also obtained. 

1. Introduction 

The Knaster-Tarski theorem [6] states that any order-preserving 
function on a complete lattice has a fixed point and also a smallest fixed 
point. In [1], a constructive proof of Tarski’s fixed point theorem is given 
showing the existence. The extension to set-valued functions got 
developed by Smithson [4] and Zhou [8]. Earlier, Vives [7] proved a 
stronger version of the extension which is applied to games with strict 
strategic complementarities. Smithson had used a weaker monotonicity 
requirement than that of Zhou, but he does not obtain a lattice structure 
of the set of fixed points. Echenique [2] gave a shorter and constructive 
proof of Tarski’s fixed point theorem and Zhou’s extension of Tarski’s 
fixed point theorem. Our results generalize the known results of Tarski 
and Knaster in the context of the so-called complete T-lattice (see 
Theorem 1 in Section 3). We will also discuss some consequences of such 
theorem. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we fix notations, 
introduce the T-lattice notion that generalizes the notion of complete 
lattices and give some preliminary results. In Section 3, we prove a fixed 
point theorem for a T-lattice which generalizes Knaster-Tarski’s fixed 
point theorem for complete lattices [6] along with a concluding remark. 
An application of Theorem 1 is given in Section 4. 

2. Notation and Preliminaries 

Let ( )≤,E  be an ordered set with a least element 0 and a greatest 
element 1, and A and B be two subsets of E. Then we say that B is larger 
than A and we write BA ≺  if for every ,Aa ∈  ,Bb ∈  we have .ba ≤  
Note that the above relationship is not necessarily an order because it is 
not reflexive, in general. 

Next, let T be a given operator on ( )≤,E  reversing the order and 
consider the following subsets rK  and lK  of E: 

{ }xTxExKr ≤∈= ;    and   { }.; TxxExKl ≤∈=  

Since 11 ≤T  and ,11 2TT ≤  rK  and lK  are nonempty and we have 

lr KTK ⊂    and   ,rl KTK ⊂  

where TA denotes the image of A under the map T for .EA ⊂  

Definition 2.1. We say that ( )≤,E  is a T-lattice if for every EA ⊂  
such that ATA ≺  ( ),.resp TAA ≺  there exists an element rKc ∈  
( )lKc ∈.resp  such that { } AcTA ≺≺  { }( )..resp TAcA ≺≺  

Example 2.1. Let ( ):, ≤E  

 
Figure 1 
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and consider the map 0T  defined on E by: ( ) 50 axT =  for { }45,\ aaEx ∈  
and ( ) ,00 axT =  otherwise. Then it is clear that 0T  reverses the order 
and the corresponding set rK  is reduced to { }45,\ aaE  and lK  to 
{ }., 54 aa  Hence, ( )≤,E  is a 0T -lattice. 

Now, we mention that any subset A of E satisfying ATA ≺  (and so in 
particular xTx ≤  for all )Ax ∈  is a subset of .rK  Furthermore, for any 
chain C of ,rK  we have CTC ≺  since for any element x and y, yx ≤  
implies that .yxTxTy ≤≤≤  Similarly, we have TCC ≺  for all chains 
C of .lK  Thus, we introduce below the notion of a complete T-lattice. 

Definition 2.2. A given T-lattice ( )≤,E  is said to be complete if each 
subset EA ⊂  satisfying ATA ≺  ( )TAA ≺.resp  admits an infimum 
element in rK  (a supremum element in ).lK  

Example 2.2. The 0T -lattice defined in the previous example is a 
complete 0T -lattice. 

Hence, if ( )≤,E  is a given complete T-lattice and C is any given chain 
of ,rK  then C admits an infimum element in .rK  We also show in a 
similar way that the supremum element for any chain of lK  is in .lK  
Furthermore, we have 

Proposition 2.1. Let ( )≤,E  be a complete T-lattice. Then any subset 
A of rK  (resp. A of )lK  admits a supremum element in rK  (resp. an 
infimum in ).lK  

Proof. First, note that the set ( )AMM =  of upper bounds of a 
subset A of rK  is nonempty, since ( ).1 AM∈  Now, let ,, 21 Mmm ∈  
hence we have 1mx ≤  and 2mx ≤  for every .Ax ∈  It follows from the 
fact that T reverses the order that .21 mxTxTm ≤≤≤  Therefore, 

MTM ≺  and so M has an infimum element. □ 

Lemma 1. If ( )≤,E  is a complete lattice with greatest element 1 and 
least element 0, then ( )≤,E  is a complete lT -lattice with lT  an operator 
on E such that .0=xTl  
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Proof. Under the assumptions of the above lemma, we have EKr =  

and { }.0=lK  Thus, for every subset ,EA ⊂  we have ATA ≺  which 

shows that A admits an infimum element and a supremum element in E. 
This completes the proof. □ 

3. Main Result 

Let ( )≤,E  be an ordered set. Denote by ( )EresP  the set of all 

mappings EEF →:  preserving the order on E, more exactly, we have 

( ) { FyFxEEFE ≤→= ;:resP  for Eyx ∈,  such that }.yx ≤  

We say that ( )≤,E  possesses the fixed point property if for every 
( ),res EF P∈  there exists Exx F ∈=  such that ,xFx =  that is, if the 

set of fixed points of F is nonempty. Below, we give sufficient conditions 
for an ordered set to possess this property. 

Theorem 1. Let ( )≤,E  be a complete T-lattice with the least element 

0 and greatest element 1. If ,lr KKE ∪=  then ( )≤,E  has the fixed point 

property. 

The proof of the above theorem relies essentially on the following one. 

Theorem 2. Let ( )≤,E  be an ordered set such that every chain of E 

admits a supremum element and ( ).res EF P∈  Assume further that there 

is Ex ∈  such that .Fxx ≤  Then F has a fixed point. 

Indeed, let { }FxxExA ≤∈= :  and C be a maximal chain of A. 

Hence, the chain C admits a supremum element s in E. For all ,Cx ∈  we 
have ,sx ≤  applying the mapping F, we get FsFxx ≤≤  that implies 

,Fss ≤  thus we obtain .As ∈  Since C is maximal, .Fss =  

Proof of Theorem 1. For all mappings F on E preserving the order, 
we have ( ).00 F≤  We set ( ){ }xFxExA ≤∈= \  which is a nonempty 

set, and the least element 0 is in A. We also have for any ,Ax ∈  .AFx ∈  
So, if there exists rKx ∈0  such that ,0 Ax ∈  we obtain 00 TxTFx ≤  

00 Fxx ≤≤  that implies ,0 rKFx ∈  hence the restriction of rKAF ∩\  
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is a mapping preserving the order. According to Proposition 2.1, every 
chain of rK  admits a supremum element in .rK  Let C be chain in 

rKA ∩  and s be a supremum element of C. We have sx ≤  for every 

.Cx∈  We apply the mapping F, FsFxx ≤≤  which gives ,Fss ≤  then 
.As ∈  By applying the previous theorem on the set ,rKA ∩  F has a 

fixed point in .rKA ∩  We now assume that ∅=rKA ∩  ( ).,i.e. lKA ⊂  

All chains C of A admit a supremum element s in lK  since TCC ≺  and 

we have sx ≤  for all .Cx ∈  We then apply the mapping F, FsFxx ≤≤  
that gives Fss ≤  and hence .As ∈  By applying the previous theorem on 
the set A, it follows that F has a fixed point in A. □ 

Example 3.1. Let ( )≤,E  be the complete 0T -lattice that was defined 

in the Example 2.1 (see Figure 1) with greatest element 0a  and least 

element ,5a  we have .lr KKE ∪=  Then ( )≤,E  has the fixed point 

property. 

This result generalizes the following theorem (Knaster-Tarski’s 
theorem [6]: 

Theorem 3. All complete lattices possess the fixed point property. 

Proof. Let ( )≤,L  be a complete lattice with a least element 0 and a 

greatest element 1. Then we have ( )≤,L  a complete lT -lattice with 

( ) 0=xTl  for all .Lx ∈  Then ,rKL =  and therefore, ( )≤,L  has the 

fixed point property. This ends the proof. □ 

Concluding remark 

Let ( )( )≤= ,21 LLE ∪  be an ordered set with least element 0 and 

greatest element 1. Also, let 1L  and 2L  be two complete lattices such 

that: if x, y are comparable with 1Lx ∈  and ,2Ly ∈  then we have 

necessarily xy ≤  or .yx ≤  Hence, if ,xy ≤  it follows that 11 L∈  and 

.0 2L∈  

Now, if we assume that ( )( )≤= ,21 LLE ∪  is not a complete lattice 

and T is an operator on E such that 0=Tx  for ,\ 21 LLx ∈  1=Tx  for 
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12 \LLx ∈  and xTx =  for ,21 LLx ∩∈  then it is clear that 0T  

reverses the order and the corresponding set { }xxTExKr ≤∈= 0;  is 

reduced to 1L  and { }xTxExKl 0; ≤∈=  to .2L  Since, every subset of 

1L  has an infimum element and every subset of 2L  has a supremum 

element. Thus, ( )( )≤= ,21 LLE ∪  is a complete T-lattice. Therefore, 

by applying Theorem 1, ( )( )≤= ,21 LLE ∪  has the fixed point property. 

4. An Application 

Let ( )dX ,  be a bounded hyperconvex space. We set ( )rxBX ,0=  
with Xx ∈0  and let XXf →:  be a nonexpansive mapping and strictly 
nonexpansive on orbits (i.e., for every Xx ∈  such that ( ) ,xxf ≠  we have 

( ( ) ( )) ( )( )).,,2 xxfdxfxfd <  We put ( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ))

,
,

,sup
0

1
0

00
1

0
xfxfd
xfxfdk nn

nn

−

+
=  then 

10 0 << k  and 

( ( ) ( ))00 , xfxfd nm  

( ( ) ( ))∑ =
+≤

m

ni
ii xfxfd 0

1
0 ,  

( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ∞<
−

−
−

≤ −−
00

1
0

0
1

0
0

,1
1,1

1 xfxfdkxfxfdk
mmnn  

for all nm >  which shows that ( ( ))0xf n  is a Cauchy sequence. Note that 

a hyperconvex metric space is complete and the sequence ( ( ))0xf n  has a 

limit .X∈α  We put ( )( ),,1
1

000 xfxdkl
−

=  ( ( ) ( ))0
1

0 ,1
1 xfxfdkl nn

n
+

−
=  

for ,∗∈ Nn  then the sequence ( ( ))0, xfl n
n  has a limit ( )α,0  on { } .0 X×  

Let {( ( )) }00 :, nnxflL n
n ≥∀=  for 0n  large, { } XM ×= 0  and =N  

{( ( )) }.:, 00 nnxfl n
n ≥∀−  Then we take .NMLE ∪∪=  Consider the 

order relation ,1<  defined as follows ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tsyxdysxt −≤⇔< ,,, 1  

and .st ≤  Let T be the operator defined on E by ( ( ))0, xflT n
n  
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( ( )),, 0xfl n
n−=  ( ( )) ( ( ))00 ,, xflxflT n

n
n

n =−  and ( ) ( )xxT ,0,0 = , 

.Xx ∈∀  Hence, ( )1, <E  is a complete T-lattice, and the set MLKr ∪=  

and lK  .NM ∪=  

We consider the mapping F on E defined by ( ( )) =0, xflF n
n  

( ( )),, 0
1

1 xfl n
n

+
+  ( ( )) ( ( ))0

1
10 ,, xflxflF n

n
n

n
+

+−=−  for all 0nn ≥  and 

( ) ( )( )xfxF ,0,0 =  for all .Xx ∈  Since F preserves the order, using 

Theorem 1, we see that F admits a fixed point and consequently, so does 
f. □ 
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